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Simple steps to fix most iOS or Android messaging problems If you're having trouble sending or receiving messages, see these 3 simple steps. The strength of the wireless network signal can vary depending on the location due to a number of factors, including the distance from the nearest cell tower and obstacles in the environment. If you have low signal strength, try moving to a place with better coverage. Concrete and steel
buildings can interfere with reception, especially in elevators and underground sites such as basements, subways and tunnels. Check out our coverage maps to make sure you're covered by our network. You can also make a call from your phone to any number. If you can make a call correctly, you need to reset network connectivity. Uns delivered text messages will be delivered within minutes. Often, messaging problems can be fixed
simply by restarting your phone, similar to restarting a computer, helps erase minor failures often solving multiple problems. So just turn off your phone over and over again. If your device has a removable battery, remove the battery and put it back on before turning your phone back on. Check locked number and spam settings in device filtersSpam, and locked numbers can cause your device to not display text messages from certain
numbers. You can check blocked and spam settings by following the instructions below: Common AndroidAsGo settings in the Messagesselect menusSelect menusSelect spam settingsSelect Menu (3 vertical points)Select Blocked contactsAppleSelect SettingsSelect PhoneSelect BlockedDeselection the memory of the messaging appSome devices may encounter errors due to a great history in the messaging app On Apple devices
delete some messages and messaging conversations can help with some problems On Android , you can also clear the messaging app cache (usually found in Settings &gt; Apps, and then select the messaging app and Clear Cache)Note: The TELUS network will store and try to deliver text messages to your phone for up to 5 days. If messages are not delivered after 5 days, they will be permanently deleted from the network. Hi
Guys, so I'm facing a problem that I'm curious to know if anyone else is. I've had my 7.1 for about a month now. Everything was fine until two weeks ago, the system suddenly now blocks messages from my network carrier and bank. My bank needs the OTP that is sent to my phone before I can perform any transaction and I have tried unsuccessfully to activate this. The task of save only unlock the contact for a few seconds, when
you exit the screen, the message is automatically blocked again, and yet OTP messages will not enter. My network carrier is Safaricom - Kenya. 1 How to block text messages? How to block SMS from unknown numbers? Or How to stop these political spam or voting messages? If you face questions like this, you have come up with the definitive solution. Recover your privacy and peace of mind. Key messages is the top text spam
blocker for Android. Get rid of unwanted texts. It just works! And there are host of other features that make key messages the versatile messaging app. Text blockerly block text. Key messages are the most powerful options for blocking text messages based on mobile number, sender title, content keyword, and wildcard rules. Lock unknown text texts, block text from non-numbers, block class 0 message. See only desired and useful
messages, i.e. Key messages in your clean inbox. SPAM BLOCKERAward winner and strongest spam blocker on Android. Automatically block spam text messages from numbers, not unknown numbers and senders. Our machine learning, AI-based technology makes spam blocking better with every day. Automate your daily, weekly, monthly backup schedule. Our unique de duplication technology prevents duplication of messages
when you restore your backup on a new or existing phone. It also backs up the Block and Allow list. Enjoy robust and coma-free SMS backup and restore. Organized SMSMessages are grouped intelligently depending on the title of the variable sender. Easily consult personal and organization sms in separate tabs. You can also mark important messages as protagonists and find them in a separate folder. As its name suggests, Key
Messages is designed to prioritize important messages. CHARACTER CHARGE COUNTER AND SMSSee the real-time message character count and how many SMS you will be charged for. Very unique and useful feature of Key Messages. Don't waste money without knowing it. DARK THEME Dark theme and very reflective. It's a pure delight in the eyes. MMS COMPATIBLE In most other messaging applications, Key Messages is
fully compatible with MMS. Easily send and receive MMS. Dual SimKey Messages works smoothly with dual SIM. See clearly in which SIM received the SMS. Easy design to select SIM while sending message. POWERFUL SEARCH Easily find the content you are looking for. CLEAN AND SIMPLE INTERFACEThe cleanest and easiest interface for an SMS application. It is designed taking into account your new age messaging needs
and helps you achieve it in the most efficient way. HIGH PERFORMANCE It may be few or tens of thousands of messages in your inbox, the Key Messages app is meticulously designed for smooth, robust and reliable performance. Many more features are in development. Try key messages. You'll love it.--------------------------------------------- All the are the property of the respective owners. The key messages were previously known
as Clean Inbox.- Fixed Premium Cancellation Problem- App Performance Improvement- Minor Bug Fixes When I try to send a message to my friend who has an android I have free Msg: I can't send message – Message blocking is active. Is there a way to fix this? Reaching people today is easier than ever due to the abundance of mobile phones. A study conducted in the United States showed that 96% of Americans use mobile
phones and 81% use smartphones. U.s. U.s. Who owns the following devices courtesy of Pewinternet.org While it may be an asset that most people have a phone and are much easier, it creates solid ground for phishing and spam messaging offences. Apart from being annoying to recipients, these messages can also steal important personal information from mobile devices. Fortunately, app developers have created text blockers to
ensure a secure mobile experience for users. A text blocker, as its name suggests, blacklists text messages and calls from unwanted senders. There are numerous text message blocking apps for both iOS and Android phones that are easy to find in app stores. Using one is essential if you want to keep secret data on your phone. Below we listed the best SMS blockers for Android and iOS devices. Call and SMS Blocker for
AndroidCalls Blacklist is one of the best Android apps to block text messages and calls. It has a wide variety of characteristics. It stands out especially with its flexible customization. Blacklist call allows you to lock the numbers with the same first digits. This is especially useful when you keep getting spam calls from another country. In addition, this text blocker application has a function to lock numbers only at certain times of a day.
You can use it in case you don't want these numbers to call you out of work or during a meeting. Size: 3.5 MBRequirements: Android 4.0 or higher This is another SMS locking app for Android that will keep you safe from unwanted messages. It also helps to backup and restore messages, which is especially useful when you get many of them. Key Messages is the only text lock app for Android that supports MMS features without any
problems. Surprising as it is, this app also clears annoying duplicate text messages. You can completely replace your default messaging application with its functionality. There are only a few free text blockers that can come close to being this practical. Size: 19 MBRequirements: Android 5.1 or Higher Call Blocker is a multifunctional call and text blocker app for Android. Block calls and messages from unwanted numbers without any
notification. Unlike most of its competitors, Call Blocker has a record for keeping text messages locked and calls. It can also identify spam calls and block them by itself. Size: 3 MBRequirements: Android 7.0 or higher If you're looking for an Android text blocker app to keep your child's phone safe, this one is for you. This app blocks all calls and messages from anonymous numbers. You can create a blacklist of numbers manually or
from the of contacts. It is one of the best Android text blockers with its interface. Size: 2.9 MBRequirements: Android 4.0.3 Call Control has rather the same text lock features with most apps in this list. You can choose blocked calls to be automatically rejected or collected and rejected later. It has wildcard blocking and area code blocking features, which are useful for protecting against Spammers. Size: 16 MBRequirements: Android 5.0
or higher blacklist has quite similar features with Calls Blacklist. The difference is that it only blocks incoming calls. The app has an easy-to-use interface and can lock full phone numbers, starting numbers or containing particular digits. This text message block app will consume only a little memory of your phone. Size: 4.3 MBRequirements: Android 4.4 or Higher Root Call SMS Manager is an Android text blocker app that supports
DUAL SIM phones and has an integrated planner to lock numbers at different times. This SMS lock application is the lightest on this list. Your system settings are a little complicated, but the Play Store app page includes clear instructions. Size: 1.3 MBRequirements: Android 2.2 text lock apps for iPhoneMr. Search number and call blockingMr. The number is the best text lock app for iPhone. Its key features include, but are not limited to
blacklist management, warnings for spam calls and text messages, location-based call blocking, blocking spam calls before picking them up and so on. The app has a very convenient feature through which you can check the numbers that call you in your bulk database. The feature also tells you what the name of the caller is. Size: 54.5 MBRequirements: iOS 11 or later Truecaller is an exceptional text message blocking app that you
can use to make calls or even have a free group chat with your friends. Apart from the very basic features, this text-blocking app lets you check whether your contacts are on another call or not before you call them. Truecaller also has a database that you can use to search for a phone number and the name of the caller. However, most of these awesome features don't come free. Prices start from $2.99 and can reach up to $249.99.
The size of the app is slightly larger than the rest of its competitors and works only with internet connection. Size: 193.1 MBRequirements: iOS 11 or later Hiya is another feature locking application and SMS. It identifies robocalls, telesers, debt collectors and automatically blocks them. However, unlike the first two apps, you may receive notification of the call with a spam warning. This text blocker has a reverse phone search option,
allowing you to reveal uns saved numbers with their names. The application is cost-effective for long-term use. Annual premium package only costs $14.99. Size: 85.7 MBRequirements: iOS 11 or later SMS Shield is a free spam message blocking app on iPhone that finds junk messages with high efficiency. It has a unique feature called Traveller Mode for people who travel often. Activating this feature prevents you from receiving
unwanted messages from different mobile operators in each country. The advantage of this feature is that it works in different languages, and so does the whole application. Size: 13.7 MBRequirements: iOS 11 or later VeroSMS is a free SMS locking app for iPhone that has most of the most for the text message blocker. It is easy to use and has an easy-to-use interface. The app is only for blocking text messages by keywords.
VeroSMS gives unlimited keywords to the blacklist or whitelist. You can set the app to automatically block text messages from anyone other than the contact list. Size: 15.9 MBRequirements: iOS 11 or later This is a completely free text blocking app worth considering if you live in a non-English-speaking country. SMS blocker for iPhone can block text messages in 25 different languages. It is lighter than most text blockers that work
with iOS. Size: 21.8 MBRequirements: iOS 11 or higher Call Bliss works the same way as the other previous applications. The only difference is that it collects all rejected calls in a voicemail to make sure none of them are lost. Call Bliss is very light and easy to use. It is also useful to mute unwanted calls as long as the user wants to concentrate on something else. The app costs just £9.99 for a lifetime subscription. Size: 5.5
MBRequirements: iOS 8.0 or later Manually lock a number on Android In case you're wondering how to lock a number on your Android phone without any additional apps, there's an easy way to do it. All Android phones have default call blocker function, which is very easy to operate. Step 1: Open the App for PhonesStep 2: Tap and hold the number you want to lockStep 3: click the MoreStep 4: Click Add to Blacklist/Blog/Spam Report
option The call blocker option may be different depending on your device and its operating system version. If the above steps don't work for your phone, you can simply click on the number and look for a Blacklist button. Once you have blocked a number, removing it from the blacklist is very intuitive. On most Android phones you just have to go into your phone's app, click on the settings (or the three dots), then blacklist and the number
you want to unlock. How to lock a number on iPhone ManuallySimilar to Android phones, iPhones also have a built-in call blocker feature. It will take you half a minute to manually lock a number on iPhone. Here are the 4 steps for this. Step 1: Open the phone app Step 2: Click RecentsPas 3: Click the button, and next to the number you want to blockStep 4: Click Block this call at the bottom of the open page If you block someone
accidentally, you can unlock them by entering Settings &gt; Phone &gt; Call Lock &amp; ID. This will show you the list of blocked numbers. Then you can tap the Edit button and unlock the necessary numbers. In accordance with dexatel anti-spam policy, text messages are only sent to the numbers that have opted for the system. This decreases the chances of cancellation of SMS campaigns. Campaigns. Campaigns.
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